Take Me Back by DK Publishing

Building on the strength of Pick Me Up and Do Not Open, we tackle world history in this vibrant and exciting format. Take Me Back is a chronological exploration of the people and events that have shaped societies through time. From Mesopotamia to Mao, the Incas to Iraq, the Spartans to the Space Shuttle, this history book covers it all.

Discover the history of the world through the unlikeliest of channels: newscasts from 1492, the blog of Louis XVI's closest confidant, and more bold, zany, and irreverent sources. Learning history has never been so innovative or exciting. Find out where you fit in to the story of the world!

My Personal Review:
I got this book for my 11 year old daughter. It has turned out to be a favorite of hers. In fact- all of her friends are asking for it too. Makes history fun for children I defiantly recommend this book.
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